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Art.1 Purposes 

 

Associazione Dévelo - Laboratorio di cooperazione internazionale, announces the 

photographic contest called “Verde d’ingrandimento; angoli di verde nascosti nella 

metropoli” as an initiative to foster the sensitivity towards the “urban green”. 

The aim of the contest is to gather original and unreleased photographic material to publish 

and exhibit. 

The theme of the photo contest will focus on urban green as a space for life in common, as 

these events take place in the Italian social and culutral context. 

Examples of urban green are public parks, urban gardens, communal fields. 

 

The contest is free, open to everybody, without limits of age and nationality. 

 

A jury of experts will examine and select the best photos and will proceed to nominate the 

winners. 

 

 

Art. 2 Methods of partecipation and terms of presentation 

 

The photographic contest focuses on the theme of hidden or less known places and contexts 

of development of urban green. The focus of the contest is on the interacton of the citizens 

with the green spaces of their city. Cities are changing; economic and social mutations push 

individuals towards isolation, transforming individuals as atomized singles in a multitude of 

people. The urban green could be a place of social cohesion. 

 

It is possible to partecipate with a maximum of three photos, in PNG or JPEG format. The 

printed photo will be 30*45 cm. It is possible to submit a title to the photos if the author 

desires. 

 

The photographic works and the partecipation form must be sent at the email address 

social.develo@libero.it by May 5, 2016. 

 

If the submitter is a minor of age, the form must be signed by the parents or his/her tutors. 

 

In the contest photos the name of the partecipant must not appear. Names and watermarks 

may led to the exclusion from the contest. 
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Art. 3 Jury 

 

The works will be submitted to a specifc Committee that will evaluate the photos with 

irrevocable judgement. The judgement criterias are based on esthetic parameters and 

adherence to the theme. The Committee is composed by professional photographers, 

experts, a journalist and a landscaping professor. 

 

Art. 4 Causes of exclusion from the contest 

 

The following facts consitute causes of exclusion from the contest: 

- presence of the name of the partecipant on the photo; 

- presentation of the works beyond the deadline; 

- lacking partecipation form; 

- photos not conform to the themes as established in the anouncement. 

 

Art. 5 Rewards 

 

The first twenty (20) finalist photos will be awarded and displayed. 

The first three (3)  nominees will be printed in 30*45 cm format (chemical print). A prize will 

be delivered to the first three (3) in the form of drink-voucherspendable in one of the clubs 

where the photos will be displayed. 

 

1st prize € 40.00* + € 20.00 in drink-voucher** 

2nd prize € 20.00* + € 20.00 in drink-voucher** 

3rd prize  € 20.00 in drink-voucher** 

 

*The prizes marked with an asterisk will be taxed by 25%. 

**Participants living outside Milan and province that cannot benefit of the drink-vouchers can 

convert the voucher in cash with a 25% taxation. 

 

The remaining seventeen (17) photographs will be printed in 20*30 cm format (chemical 

print) and displayed together with the first three photos during the "Festa di Primavera" that 

will take place in the Agriculture faculty of Università degli Studi di Milano, in via Celoria, 2, 

Milan. Other places of exhibition will be clubs in the city of Milan that will be defined in the 

future. 

All the photos will be published in the Dévelo Facebook page, with the title and name of the 

author. 

 

The winners will be notified with a written communicationn by email and with consequent 

publication on the Dévelo website. 

 

 

Art. 6 Property and availability of the photos 

 

Partecipation to the contest implies the acceptation to the rules presented in this 

announcement. 
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Every partecipant is responsible for the works submitted and for what declares in the 

partecipation form. The photos must be author’s property, unreleased, new, original, not in 

print. The author must guarantee that the images and its rights do not harm the rights of 

others, and therefore the authors have obtained the consent of the potentially protrayed 

people. 

 

Every partecipant authorizes the publication and difusion of their pictures, and they consent 

that the pictures can be utilized as free of charge for the publications and exhibits every time 

is believed useful. 

 

At every use of the image the name of the author will be indicated. 

The phisycal copies of the photos will not be returned if the expenses for the print (5 €) are 

not submitted to the Associazione Dévelo. 

The photos will remain property of the Associazione Dévelo for the uses that the association 

will believe proper. 

Every author must be in possess of the liberatory demanded by law in case of partecipation 

with images portraying minors of age and/or subjects with recongizible facial features. 

 

Art. 7 Data treatment 

 

The data submitted by the partecipants to the CONCORSO FOTOGRAFICO "VERDE 

D'INGRANDIMENTO" will be treated from the association conforming to the italian laws 

regarding the protection of the personal data according to D. Lgs. 196/2003 
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AUTHOR 

Name and Surname_______________________________________________________ 

Address: __________________________________________________________ n°____ 

ZIP Code_______ 

City__________________ 

Telephone___________________ Date of birth_______________________ 

E-mail______________________________________________________ 

Number of submitted photos______________ 

How did you hear about the contest? 

o Internet  

o Social 

o  Friends  

o Leaflet  

o Other 

 

Description of the submitted photo and/or title (to be reported in the proper submitted file) 

1___________________________________________________________________ 

2___________________________________________________________________ 

3___________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

I declare to be responsible for what constitues as object in the submitted photos; 

I declare to be the author of every photo submitted and to hold every right; 

I declare that I have fulfilled all their obligations under the legislation on the protection of the 

right to the image of the subjects possibly portraited; 

I authorise Dévelo to use the photos that I submitted for cultural and non commercial use, as 

the preparation of photo exhibits, indicating always the name of the author. 

I declare that I have read and accepted the Competition Rules in their integrity. 

 

Submission date______________ Signature_______________________ 

 

Privacy Policy: According to the provisions of the Law 675/96, privacy, participation in the 

selection requires from the author, unless otherwise specified, the authorization to the 

processing of their data by electronic means or otherwise, of personal data and to their use 

by the association organizer and / or third parties acting on their behalf, for the performance 

of the obligations related to the competition and publication of results. For authors under the 

age of 18 you require the signature of the person exercising parental authority. 

 

Signature of parent for minors participating 

________________________________________ Participation in the competition implies 

acceptance of these rules and authorize the processing of personal data and the possible 

free usage of the works presented in any future activities and initiatives related to the topic of 

the green urban. 

Submitting date________________Signature____________________ 
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